Testing Machines and Testing Systems for Metals

Intelligent testing
1.1 Zwick – with passion and competence

“Passion in customer orientation.” If anyone asks about our corporate philosophy – that is our reply! The fact that over a third of our employees are engaged in service and support shows that these are far from being empty words.

As a family-run concern with a tradition stretching back 160 years we place great value on honesty and fairness. Over the years an ethos of close collaboration based on mutual trust between our partners, suppliers and customers has evolved, something that we all value highly.

The basis of a successful partnership: innovative employees, innovative products!

Always at your service
Over 850 people work at our headquarters in Ulm alone. Many of them have been with us for years – decades even. Their knowledge, ability and commitment are what lies behind the worldwide success of the Zwick/Roell Group.

We are present in over 50 countries around the world.

The right solutions
Whether for static materials testing or the various forms of fatigue testing – we have the right solutions. We have products for hardness testing, instruments for impact testing and for sheet-metal testing.

And for that rare occasion when we don’t have a solution to fit, our experts will find one – from the smallest adaptation right through to a fully automated testing system or a test stand for special purposes.
1.2 Zwick - your dependable partner for metals testing

System-based testing solutions

For over 60 years Zwick has been developing testing machines and instruments for testing metals. Generations of researchers, developers and quality assurance specialists have achieved success using Zwick testing equipment, relying on the accurate test results, the highly advanced measuring methods and the high availability guaranteed with Zwick products.

Our comprehensive range of testing equipment is a product of our experience and commitment backed by close collaboration with our customers, while our varied product ranges offer tailor-made testing systems for every application.

For occasional tests, as performed in goods inwards checks, for example, Zwick has very simple, cost-effective testing equipment. Production and quality control require robust, reliable testing equipment which can be tailored precisely to a testing situation and will then carry out this task in full compliance with standards and with a high level of repeatability, day in, day out, year in, year out. Materials research calls for a wide applicational range, achieved through a modular, system-based approach to attaching a variety of specimen holders and sensors.

A by-product of this modularity is that our testing machines can easily be retrofitted to cater for new types of test many years into the future.

Specialists & standards

Zwick has around 100 employees engaged in developing testing machines, instruments and software packages in line with the requirements of modern standards. Specialists in our Applications Test Laboratories test new products and carry out tests for customers, at the same time verifying the suitability of the equipment for the types of test for which it is required.

Participation in various standards committees, including those relating to metals and metal semi-finished products, means that Zwick has around ten employees closely involved in the development of standards at both national and international level.

Product quality

Testing machines used for characterization of materials are subject to stringent requirements with regard to quality of drive and guide components, axiality and (in compression tests) stiffness. Zwick testing machines feature impressively high product quality.

Modern production methods, experienced employees

At Zwick’s Ulm plant the latest manufacturing techniques are employed over 7,000 m² of production area. Modern machinery plus assembly by a competent, highly experienced workforce ensures consistently high quality. Many of our employees have been with the company for years; in some cases they are the second or third generation of their family to work at Zwick.

Calibration – a particularly critical area

All testing equipment is calibrated in accordance with current ISO standards before it leaves Zwick’s premises, ensuring accurate measurement by all sensors.
### 2.1 Overview of metals testing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of test</th>
<th>Quasi-static tests</th>
<th>Tensile tests at room temperature</th>
<th>Tensile tests at elevated temperature</th>
<th>Creep tests</th>
<th>Fatigue tests</th>
<th>Fatigue tests</th>
<th>Flexure and compression tests</th>
<th>Torsion tests</th>
<th>Ductility tests</th>
<th>Fatigue tests</th>
<th>Special methods and tests</th>
<th>Fatigue tests</th>
<th>Robotic testing systems</th>
<th>Impact tests</th>
<th>High-speed tests</th>
<th>Charpy impact tests</th>
<th>Drop-weight tests</th>
<th>Fracture mechanics tests</th>
<th>Specimen preparation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Segments of the metals industry</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Flat products</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Heavy plate</strong></td>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td></td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td></td>
<td>✗</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(incl. slabs, billets)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Strip and sheet</strong></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td></td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td></td>
<td>✗</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(incl. hot-rolled strip, hot-rolled wide strip)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Thin sheet</strong></td>
<td><img src="image3.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td></td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td></td>
<td>✗</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(incl. tinplate, coated sheet)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Long products</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Bars and rods</strong></td>
<td><img src="image4.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td></td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td></td>
<td>✗</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sections/profiles</strong></td>
<td><img src="image5.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td></td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td></td>
<td>✗</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and reinforcing steel</td>
<td><img src="image6.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Wire and cable</strong></td>
<td><img src="image7.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td></td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td></td>
<td>✗</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Semi-finished products</strong></td>
<td><img src="image8.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td></td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td></td>
<td>✗</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pipes</strong></td>
<td><img src="image9.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td></td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td></td>
<td>✗</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(incl. fittings)</td>
<td><img src="image10.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Castings and forgings</strong></td>
<td><img src="image11.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td></td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td></td>
<td>✗</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(incl. sintered metal and powdered metal items)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fasteners</strong></td>
<td><img src="image12.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td></td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td></td>
<td>✗</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(incl. welding and joining technology)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.2 Heavy plate

Heavy plates are steel sheets with a width of up to four meters and a thickness of at least five millimeters, up to approx. 250 mm. They are used principally in the construction industry, for heavy plant and cranes, in shipbuilding, for offshore drilling platforms and for large-diameter, thick-walled pipes.

Hardness testing

Brinell hardness testing on coarse sheet can be performed using Zwick testing machines, with test loads of up to 29,430 N. The ZHU250CL universal hardness testing machine covers the test load range up to 2,500 N, while the use of state-of-the-art closed-loop technology guarantees high reproducibility and maximum precision. A fast digital industrial camera enables Brinell indentations to be transferred to a PC system with advanced evaluation and control software.

Zwick also has instruments available for portable hardness testing and for all other relevant hardness testing methods (Vickers, Rockwell etc.).

Tensile test

Tensile specimens are removed from heavy plate in such a way that the sheet thickness is retained as specimen thickness as far as possible. Specimens have a correspondingly large cross-section, the parallel length being produced by milling. The tensile test material properties are therefore determined over a large volume and the influences of specimen production minimized.

Zwick’s wide range of standard testing systems up to 2,500 kN provide high-accuracy testing under high loads, while our hydraulic specimen grips ensure that perfect clamping and positioning of specimens are maintained during tests. Strain measurement is via makroXtens or laserXtens extensometers. makroXtens represents the classical solution, proven in service over many years and offering a high degree of robustness – the sensor arms remain on the specimen until after break - combined with simple operation. The sensor arms are applied automatically at the start of the test and placed in a safe park position at the end. laserXtens represents an innovative, largely low-maintenance solution. It comfortably satisfies the relevant international standards and can also be used for closed-loop strain-rate control. The high measurement accuracy of both systems is not affected by oxide layers.
**Robotic testing system for tensile tests**

Safe, precise, reliable handling of heavy specimens places severe demands on operators. Zwick’s fully-automated system solutions help to satisfy these requirements.

- Relieves the load on the operator, minimizes operator influence, increases operational safety and reliability.

- Under Zwick’s automation concept, specimens awaiting testing are manually sorted into magazines. From this point everything takes place automatically, right up to sorting the specimen remains for inspection if required.

- Depending on requirements, additional measuring devices can be integrated into this sequence, particularly Zwick’s cross-section measuring unit with four independent, automatically applied measuring transducers for precise determination of cross-sectional area.

---

**Fig.1: Automated tensile testing of heavy-plate specimens with roboTest P robotic testing system**

**Fig.2: Automatic cross-section measuring unit (CMU)**
Fracture toughness testing
Determination of $K_Ic$

Fracture toughness $K_Ic$ is an important material property for metallic materials in safety-related applications such as aircraft construction, power-station building and automobile manufacturing.

Fracture toughness is determined using a specimen in which an artificial crack has been introduced. The specimen is loaded until failure and fracture toughness $K_Ic$ is determined from the load-deformation curve and the crack length.

and the two-stage test can be performed very efficiently using a Zwick Vibrophore (HFP). Crack formation in the specimen is instigated by the mechanically produced notch followed by cyclic loading. The high frequency used allows rapid generation of a defined crack (‘pre-cracking’) and the process is highly reproducible, thanks to the high sensitivity of the resonant frequency to crack formation.

The specimen geometry most frequently used is illustrated in Fig. 1; the specimen is referred to as a CT (compact tension) specimen. The load is applied through pins inserted into holes in the specimen, giving a mixed tensile and flexure loading.

Flexure specimens (known as SENB specimens, Fig. 2) are also used. While the testing method is simpler for the flexure specimen than the CT specimen, the required specimen volume is significantly greater. This is clearly shown in the illustrations.
Charpy impact test

Notched impact strength is an important characteristic for applications in pipeline construction and shipbuilding and can be determined with Charpy specimens in pendulum impact testers. The standardized notched specimens are inserted by hand, by means of simple feed devices, or using robotic systems and impacted with energies up to 750 J. Zwick supplies temperature conditioning baths for correct conditioning of specimens down to -70°C. and temperature conditioning devices for down to -180°C. Under the Machinery Directive, pendulum impact tester operation is subject to strict safety requirements, which are comfortably met by Zwick’s safety housing and sophisticated safety technology.

Pellini drop-weight test

Zwick Pellini drop-weight testers are used to investigate the influences of welds on crack formation in steel materials. Temperature-conditioned standardized specimens are impacted at up to 1,650 J, with manual and optical evaluation of crack formation or break in dependence on the specimen temperature selected.

Additional tests for heavy plates

• tensile test at elevated temperature
• creep test
• flexure and compression test
• shear tests/weld seam test
• fatigue tests
• rotating bar bending fatigue test
• drop-weight tests using high-energy drop-weight testers

Fig. 1: RKP 450 pendulum impact tester with optional concrete base

Fig. 2: Pellini drop-weight tester, plus specimens after test
2.3 Strip and sheet

Strip refers to steel and non-ferrous products which are rolled into coils, e.g. hot-rolled strip, which is used as primary material for cold-rolled sheets.

Hot-rolled strip is produced in thicknesses up to 15 mm and in widths up to 2,200 mm. Hot-rolled plate is sheets cut out of hot-rolled strip and is up to 15 mm thick and up to 2,000 mm wide.

**Tensile test with r- and n-value determination**

R and n-values are often also determined in tensile tests in order to characterize forming properties; the n-value describes the work hardening – increase in stress – during plastic deformation up to uniform elongation, while the r-value describes the vertical anisotropy. The n-value is determined from the tensile stress data and strain values; for the r-value the transverse strain on the tensile specimen is additionally measured. Tensile specimens are taken from the strip or sheet at set angles to the rolling direction.

One factor affecting the r-value is the rolling direction. The sheet thickness is retained as specimen thickness, while the parallel length is produced by milling or punching plus finishing.

Zwick supplies a wide range of standard testing systems for determining material properties from tensile tests; these systems provide high-precision testing under high loads. Our comprehensive range of axial and transverse strain extensometers allow the optimum combination to be selected in line with the customer’s requirements and testing conditions, e.g. a makroXtens digital extensometer combined with a videoXtens transverse strain extensometer. This combination offers robustness and a high level of automation plus easy specimen handling. Both extensometers measure up to specimen break.

**Biaxial tensile test**

Something of a special case, the biaxial tensile test is used to determine the deformation characteristics of materials. It is primarily employed in research and development, as it allows defined stress values to be set and investigated at the intersection point of the specimen. These testing machines are produced to customers’ requirements. Strain measurement is performed optically in most cases and Zwick provides several solutions for this; for strain-distribution measurement Zwick collaborates with specialist concerns.

---

Fig.1: videoXtens transverse strain extensometer and makroXtens extensometer

Fig.2: Biaxial tensile test
3-point flexure test

The 3-point flexure test is used for determining characteristic values of flexural properties and for visual assessment of the bending edge, an important aspect of the flexure test being visual evaluation of the behavior of weld seams. Zwick’s range of flexure test kit options combined with adaptations to existing specimen holders provide an ideal solution.

High-temperature testing

In applications such as engine manufacture, power station construction, power trains and chemical plants, material behavior at elevated temperatures (up to approx. 1,600°C and over) is of vital importance, calling for high-temperature tensile testing and, to a lesser extent, flexure testing.

Zwick’s complete solutions for these tests comprise temperature-controlled furnaces, specimen-grip loading-rods, high-temperature strain-measurement and other essential accessories for integration into Zwick testing machines.

Additional tests on strip and sheet

- ductility test
- shear test/weld seam test
- creep test
- fatigue test
- high-speed tensile test
- Charpy impact test
- automated testing

Fig.1: 3-point flexure test kit for metal strip

Fig.2: Hot tensile test with induction heating and laserXtens extensometer with pyrometer for temperature measurement

Fig.3: High-temperature flexure test in high-temperature furnace
2.3 Thin sheet

Thin sheets and foils are the last stage in the production of flat products. Thin sheets are between 0.35 and 3.0 mm thick, whereas foils are typically less than 60 μm. Ultra-thin sheets complete the thickness line-up. Applications for these flat products are many and varied and the range of tests is correspondingly wide. This brochure covers just a few.

**Tensile test with r- and n-value determination**

Thin sheets are frequently required to possess good ductility combined with high strength. R and n-values are often determined via tensile tests in order to characterize forming properties; the n-value describes the work hardening – increase in stress – during plastic deformation up to uniform elongation, while the r-value describes the vertical anisotropy. The n-value is determined from the tensile stress data and strain values; for the r-value the transverse strain on the tensile specimen is additionally measured.

Tensile specimens are taken from the strip or sheet in such a way as to be at defined angles to the rolling direction. The r-value is also dependent on the rolling direction. Parallel lengths are produced by milling or punching followed by finishing; for foils, strips are cut. Zwick produces various machines and devices for specimen production from different sheet thicknesses; requirements for standard-compliant milled specimen edges are ideally covered via collaboration with our specialist partners.

Zwick supplies a wide range of standard testing systems for determining material properties from tensile tests.

Our comprehensive range of axial and transverse strain extensometers allows the optimum combination to be selected in line with the customer’s requirements and testing conditions, e.g. for dimensionally stable sheet a laserXtens laser speckle extensometer in combination with a videoXtens transverse strain extensometer. This combination is integrated in a single housing, forming a unified system, and features a high level of robustness, excellent measuring accuracy and simple handling. The operator benefits from easier specimen changing, as contact elements near the specimen are eliminated.

![Fig.1: Tensile test on thin sheet specimens with laserXtens Array extensometer](image)
Ductility tests

Good ductility properties are in great demand for thin sheet. Typical forming procedures such as deep drawing and stretch forming are reproduced via standardized test methods, for which Zwick supplies Type BUP sheet metal testing machines, with drawing forces up to 1,000 kN.

An important but complex test is the determination of the forming limit curve, from which designers can derive limit strains which should not be exceeded during forming processes. The optical measurement technology required for recording strains during the drawing process is produced in collaboration with highly specialized concerns.
High-speed tensile test

Material behavior at high strain-rates is critical for applications in the automobile industry. Accidents involve high material deformation speeds which it is essential to take into account in automobile design. The necessary material properties are determined using high-speed tensile testing machines from Zwick’s HTM series. These servo-hydraulic testing machines achieve 20 m/s on specimens at loads up to 160 kN.

Draw-bead test on steel sheets

This test is designed to determine the coefficients of friction between steel sheet and cup deep drawing tool. The ideal lubricant for the deep drawing process can then be established, enabling cracks and creases to be avoided and optimizing the forming process. The draw-bead unit can be installed in a standard testing machine.

For the test a sheet-metal strip (typical dimensions 300 mm x 30 mm x 2 mm) is gripped axially in the upper specimen grips and the draw-bead tool closed; the sheet-metal strip is then pulled through the draw-bead tool. This procedure can be repeated automatically, the number of repeats being varied as required.

Digital control of the draw-bead tool gripping-force guarantees reliable, reproducible measured values, while the tool die can quickly be changed to cover different testing specifications.

Additional tests for thin sheet

- flexure and compression test
- hardness test
- shear test/weld seam test
- automated testing.

Fig.1: Metal specimen in HTM high-speed tensile testing machine

Fig.2: High-speed tensile test at high temperature

Fig.3: Z050 materials testing machine with draw-bead tool
2.5 Bars and rods

Bars and rods are long round or square products with cross-sections up to 240 x 320 mm² and a wide variety of uses in rolling and forging: for use as base product for wire rod and sections or for transport industry forgings such as connecting rods, crankshafts and steel rails; generator and turbine shafts in energy technology; as end products in bridge-building and shipbuilding or in equipment manufacturing and storage tank construction.

The demands on their mechanical characteristics are as varied as their applications: from high tensile for structural materials to ductile for subsequent forming processes.

**Tensile test**

Specimens are taken from the product and prepared for the tensile test in accordance with the product shape or as specified in the product standards. Sections of products can be used directly as specimens for testing if the cross-section of the product permits; the required forces can quickly exceed 2,500 kN, with customized Zwick systems up to 5,000 kN already operating successfully. This places particular demands on specimen grips and clamping, which Zwick meets by developing both new specimen grips and techniques to ensure that specimens do not fail early due to the effects of clamping.

**Hardness test**

The methods used include micro Vickers for characterization of micro-structures, Rockwell tests and high-load Brinell test HBW10/3000. Because the hardness test is simple and reliable it is frequently performed and correlated with other characteristics. With long products the hardenability of the material is often determined by establishing the hardness distribution along a rod following a tempering and quenching test (Jominy test). Zwick’s product range contains testing machines for all required hardness testing methods and includes automated Jominy testers.
Fatigue test

The uses to which products are put in transport and energy technology place particular demands on the safety of the products and of components made from them. The material properties for fatigue strength and fatigue limit which are determined in fatigue tests frequently have a safety-relevant impact on the choice of material and design of parts. Specimens are tested under cyclic load conditions and under alternating tension-compression loading. Zwick can supply fatigue testing machines with electromagnetic drive up to 1,000 kN as standard. The largest servo-hydraulic testing machine currently in use can handle loads up to 5,000 kN.

- robust servo-hydraulic systems, proven in service
- robust units with electromagnetic resonance drive
- specimen clamping for all relevant tests
- control and evaluation technology developed and built/programmed at Zwick.

Fatigue under torsional oscillation

The behavior of products under torsion can be of interest. For static testing Zwick supplies drives which when used in combination with materials testing machines can apply torque to the specimen and determine the corresponding material properties. It is also possible to superimpose multiple load axes and test the material in accordance with its use.

For fatigue testing under high torque alternating load, frequencies up to over 60 Hz can be achieved in a Vibrophore (HFP) equipped with special test fixtures. Using resonance conditions means that the test is both quick and, due to low power consumption, cost-effective.

- customized fixtures/devices built and supplied
- quick testing
- high energy efficiency
- very low maintenance requirements

Additional tests for rods and bars

- tensile test at elevated temperature
- creep test
- flexure and compression tests
- rotating bar bending fatigue test
- Charpy impact test
- fracture mechanics test
2.6 Sections/profiles and reinforcing steel

Sections and profiles in various materials are rolled or drawn out of semi-finished products such as billets or bars; in many cases they are also welded from bar material. They are used in a vast number of applications, requiring a wide variety of mechanical tests. Together with the reinforcing steel and ribbed reinforcement bars (rebars) so vital to civil engineering they form a group of important structural materials which – in the case of concrete-reinforcing steel – are subject to regulatory control.

Tensile test

Because concrete has high compressive strength but lower tensile strength, it is reinforced by embedding steel in it. Reinforcing steels are mainly produced in diameters from approx. 5 mm to approx. 60 mm.

The smaller diameters are then further processed into mats or lattices before having concrete poured over them on site.

Testing these ribbed steels poses a particular challenge because, apart from cutting to length, no further mechanical specimen preparation takes place. The on-specimen strain measurement required for precise determination of the yield point is mainly carried out with the Makro extensometer, which records the strain up to break reliably with no detrimental effects to itself. The precision offered by today’s optical extensometers is fully equal to that of mechanical types.

Flexure test

Flexure tests on reinforcing steel are used to test ductility. The specimen must not lose strength and no cracks must be detected on visual inspection. Various die radii and anvils are specified, depending on the standard, the bending angle as a rule being 90° or 180°. For this test Zwick supplies hydraulic testing machines and flexure test kits as per standards.

If required two test areas can be installed on electro-mechanical testing machines and used for flexure and tensile tests, eliminating the need to modify the test arrangement.

- plug-in system for easy attachment of flexure test kit
- standard-compliant flexure test kits
- use of two test areas in one testing machine
- optional side working area

Fig.1: Tensile test on steel rebar with makroXtens extensometer
Fig.2: Flexure test kit for steel rebar installed in specimen grips for tensile tests
**Tensile shear test**

The weld points of reinforcing mats and lattices are tested for shearing. This involves removing specimens from welded mats and lattices and placing them in special close-fitting specimen grips. Specimen grips used for this type of test must be accurately matched to the diameter and position of the ribbed wires in order not to influence the shearing forces. Zwick has many decades of experience in this area and has developed a comprehensive range of accessories.

**Automation of reinforcement steel testing**

Reinforcing steel is produced in large amounts and must be continually tested for production monitoring. Zwick has developed automated systems in which specimens cut to length from rod material or separated from mats and lattices are loaded manually into magazines, after which they are tested completely automatically. Artificial aging at 100°C can also be integrated into this type of testing system. Cross-sections are measured with high accuracy and in accordance with standards and specimens can optionally be sorted according to test result for later visual inspection.

- customized total solutions
- integration of all relevant tests
- high availability
- useful options for forwarding fault reports

![Fig.1: Welded seam test on T-joint](image1)

![Fig.2: Shear test on truss](image2)

![Fig.3: Detail of test fixture](image3)

![Fig.4: Robotic testing system for testing reinforcing steel](image4)

![Fig.5: Automatic length measurement](image5)

![Fig.6: Automatic rib measurement](image6)
Cyclic test

Earthquake protection requirements for high-rise structures mean that reinforcing steels for certain countries must be subjected to specific tests. Standard-compliant cyclic tensile-compression tests (carried out on ribbed steel rods cut into lengths) depart significantly from the elastic range of the specimen. Grip-to-grip separation, stroke and frequency are specified by the standard according to the specimen diameter. After the test the deformed specimen is examined visually for cracks.

The power and short-term energy needed for these tests is considerable. Zwick has developed a servo-hydraulic testing machine with hydraulic accumulator for this test, enabling loads of over 1,200 kN to be applied with strokes of more than 20 mm at over 1 Hz.

- earthquake tests as per standard
- hydraulic, parallel-closing specimen grips for compression and tensile loading

Fatigue test

Reinforcing steels are required by standard to have a defined fatigue strength, which must be verified. These fatigue tests are most quickly and economically performed using Vibrophores (resonance pulsators). The Zwick Vibrophore offers an optimum solution for this application up to 1,000 kN. Specimens can be up to 36 mm in diameter; from 14 mm they must be grouted - a grouting device is available.
2.7 Wire and cable

All metals can be formed into wire, which is a very common metal product form.

Wires are used in all areas of the manufacturing industry: in construction engineering, in electrical technology and energy technology, in aircraft and automobile manufacture and in medical technology.

Wire braided into cables is used in load-bearing applications in cableways, lifts and cranes, in bridge-building, anchorings and fastenings.

The wide range of applications places extremely varied mechanical demands, with the result that testing material properties is often highly safety-relevant.

**Tensile test on wire**

Tensile tests on wire represent a challenge for specimen grip design. Wires can be very thin and at the same time very strong; as they cannot be machined for testing, cut-off lengths are used and require suitable gripping arrangements - simply clamping wires between jaws can cause failure at an unwanted location. Zwick can supply specimen grips featuring various gripping technologies for safe, reliable testing. For strain measurement the videoXtens optical extensometer can be used with thin wires; with thicker wires optical or contact-type extensometers can be employed.

- wide range of specimen grips for single wires
- the right extensometer for every application.

**Tensile test on steel strand**

In steel strand several wires are wound with each other; under tensile loading they try to unwind. Zwick’s special clamping technology avoids premature failure at an unwanted location. Failure of steel strand generally involves individual wires whipping about, with a strong probability of damage to contact-type extensometers; we therefore recommend using our optical extensometers, which feature measurement travel of 900 mm and high resolution (1.5 μm over the entire measurement travel).
**Tensile test on wire ropes and cables**

High strain levels have to be taken into account during tensile tests on wire ropes as do high forces, both resulting in torn individual wires whipping back with high energy on failure. Safety precautions must be taken to eliminate risks from the test.

**Rotating bar bending fatigue test**

In many applications, wires are subjected to various cyclic stresses. Fatigue strength can be determined quickly and easily in rotating bar bending fatigue tests, in which the rapidly rotating (up to 6,000 rpm) specimen is additionally loaded with a force perpendicular to the axis of rotation. This flexure plus the rotation provides a tensile-compression loading of the specimen. Specimen preparation is especially important here, an undamaged surface being essential.

**Additional tests for wire and cable**

- torsion test
- hardness test
- fatigue test
2.8 Pipes

Pipes transport granulated materials, liquids and gases; these can be aggressive or neutral.

Pipes are used in widely differing environments, including nuclear power stations, in and above the ground for transporting oil and natural gas, in engines for fuel delivery and exhaust gases and in the chemical industry.

This causes them to be manufactured from a wide range of materials and alloys, using various production processes, in an apparently endless variety of forms.

Tensile test

Ways of testing tensile specimens taken from or consisting of pipes vary according to the product form. Thin pipes are squashed at the ends for a sufficient length and then pulled, while cores are used in larger diameter pipes to prevent pre-damage through crushing. With larger pipes standardized specimens are produced from material removed from the wall of the pipe. It is possible that specimens (taken longitudinally) may display the curve of the pipe radius; for reliable, pre-damage-free testing this radius should be compensated for with suitably shaped counterpieces. Zwick supplies tensile testing machines from 500 N to 2,500 kN, with appropriate specimen grips.
Compression tests

Crush tests are carried out on pipes to test their strength and ductility. These characteristics can be of considerable significance in situations where the integrity of pipework must not be affected by earthquakes, especially when pipes are laid directly in the ground. The test areas of the Zwick materials testing machine can be set up in accordance with pipe diameters to make handling of specimens both simple and time-saving.

Drop-weight test

For large oil and gas mains, specimens from the pipe wall are subjected to a drop weight test to API 5L. Specimens with a height equal to the original wall thickness and widths of several centimeters are subjected to abrupt loading via a vertically falling weight with a tup. The energy (weight and release height) is set so that the specimen breaks and the fracture surface can be assessed visually. Zwick produces drop-weight testers up to 120,000 J for this type of test.

Additional tests for pipes:

- tensile test at elevated temperature
- charpy impact test
- hardness test
- welded seam test
- fatigue test
- creep test
2.9 Castings and forgings

Castings and forgings are predominantly used in the automotive industry and for aircraft manufacture, as well as for power-station construction. Casting technology allows complex parts to be manufactured cost-effectively, with an ever-increasing use of light metal castings to reduce weight, especially in engine manufacture. Forged components are used to meet severe demands on strength, or extremes of pressure and impact loading, as with crankshafts and connecting rods in engines, or generator and turbine shafts in power stations.

Fatigue test

Where castings and forgings are concerned, reliable estimation of durability is of particular importance in practice. This requires specimens and, importantly, entire components such as forged connecting-rods to be tested intensively under cyclic loadings. Operating conditions are reproduced in Vibrophores and components stressed with cyclic loadings up to 1,000 kN at frequencies up to 285 Hz. Zwick’s range of highly efficient, cost-effective Vibrophores is now backed by a greatly expanded servo-hydraulic testing machine range.

Tensile test

Cast and forged components are produced so as to require the minimum of further processing to make them fit for their intended purpose. For tensile tests this means either removing specimens from specified locations or using the component as a whole to determine tensile strength. Testing the whole component requires high test loads and component-specific gripping arrangements and fastenings, while component geometries often result in the production of specimens with small final dimensions. For small round specimens Zwick provides special specimen grips which are easy to handle and allow the use of automatic extensometers; complete components are catered for by a comprehensive accessory and option package.

Hardness test

The hardness value is an important characteristic when monitoring the manufacturing process for cast and forged components. The high-load Brinell method is often used on components, the large indentations enabling a stable average value for the metallographic constituents to be obtained.

The hardness of metallographic constituents is determined on metallographic specimens via Vickers micro-hardness testing. Zwick’s operator-friendly Brinell hardness testing machines with automatic indentation measurement up to load level 250 kg are complemented by a comprehensive range of micro Vickers instruments, from manual to fully automatic.

Additional tests for cast and forged components:

- tensile test at elevated temperature
- creep test
- torsion test
- rotating bar bending fatigue test
- charpy impact test
2.10 Fasteners

First and foremost amongst fasteners are nuts and bolts in all their many variations; screws, rivets and hooks and eyes are also used to join parts which must not separate under load. Fastener technology in general, particularly welding and associated technologies, will also be considered here.

**Tensile test**

Bolts and screws are selected very carefully with regard to their industrial application and integrated precisely into the design. Accurate determination (via tensile tests) of the elastic tensile modulus and the limits of elastic loading is essential, as it is from these that the limit forces for a secure, reliable screwed fastening are established.

Zwick’s comprehensive selection of specimen grips, with the option of customized solutions, simplifies testing in this area.

![Fig.1: Shear test on riveted joint](image1)

**Shear test**

In addition to single-axis tensile loading, shear loads also occur in fasteners in service and can quickly cause a joint to part.

Shear tests on joined parts or specimens are therefore essential, particularly where riveted joints are involved. Accurate load application is essential to prevent other forces arising in addition to the shear force and distorting results.

Zwick works with the customer to develop a specification for the correct gripping of the specimen or component and then produces the required arrangement.

These test devices can be simple or very complex, but always do exactly what is required of them.

![Fig.2: Tensile test on threaded fasteners](image2)
Fatigue test on threaded fasteners

As well as static loads, fasteners in general are subjected to frequent cyclic loading, including vibrations. Fatigue tests on screws and bolts are most quickly and efficiently performed in a Vibrophore, which can apply cyclic loads up to 1,000 kN in a frequency range up to approx. 285 Hz, using grips tailor-made for screws/bolts or other fasteners. The magnetic drive which generates controlled resonance in the system, including the specimen, requires minimal power during this test, resulting in highly cost-effective testing.

Fatigue test on H specimens

In what are referred to as ‘H’ specimens the individual joints are subjected to common cyclic loading in tension and compression and the fasteners to a shear effect.

H-specimen holders designed for this test initially distribute the forces over the entire structure. The bending and resultant loosening of the structure can be measured with an extensometer.

With the strain values the testing machine – in this case also a Vibrophore – can also provide control of loads or strain, depending on how the test is conducted.

Additional tests on fasteners

- creep test
- flexure and compression test
- torsion test
- hardness test
- drop-weight test
3.1 Specimen preparation and dimensional measurement

Nowadays test pieces from steel sheet and metal foils are produced economically and accurately using specimen blanking machines. Standards stipulate that test results must not be influenced by any material change caused by work-hardening in the specimen edge zone.

Numerous structural examinations of steel sheet have shown that the work-hardened zone along the cutting line is generally a maximum of 10% of specimen thickness. This is achieved by a low cutting-speed and special blanking-tool design and offers substantial economic advantages in the event of subsequent grinding.

Blanking machine for C-shaped specimens (M-Cut 65)

With table side-extension, tool changes take about 20 seconds, offering significant time-savings. The M-Cut 65 (for 650 kN compressive force) specimen-blanking machine is suitable for material thicknesses from 0.04 to 6 mm (depending on tensile strength and specimen shape).

RZ 100 and RZ 150 blanking machines for O-shaped specimens

The closed O-shape requires pre-cut strips approximately 80mm in width. These blanking machines are already equipped with a table side-extension. The RZ 100 and RZ 150 develop a compressive force of 1,000 and 1,500 kN respectively.

Automatic cross-section measuring device

Four high-precision digital measuring transducers provide simultaneous, automatic measurement of the width and thickness of flat specimens. High measuring precision is achieved by closed, highly rigid construction combined with differential measurement; values from the sensors are recorded by an electronics unit. Centering devices in the width and thickness orientations ensure correct alignment and reliable positioning of the specimen during measurement. Operation is via a color touch-panel, on which the measured values are displayed. Data transfer to testing machines is optionally available.

7140 specimen grinder

The Zwick 7140 specimen grinder allows work-hardened areas of the specimen to be ground off quickly and economically. Grinding is carried out in the tensile direction so that there is no effect on the test result. The grinder can be used to machine a wide range of specimen shapes.
3.2 Electromechanical testing machines

**zwickiLine - small footprint, big range of application**

These high-quality, easy-to-operate single-column materials testing machines were specially designed for tensile and compressive test loads up to 5 kN.

Shorter versions are used for flexure tests or function tests, while long load-frames are ideal for tensile tests, for example on wire and strip.

**ProLine - the machine range for standard tests**

Do you carry out goods-inwards tests or quality assurance to established standards? Do you need to measure force and deformation, or strain? Then ProLine is just the machine for you. The load frames are equipped with guide columns and drive-screws and are available for nominal loads from 5 kN to 100 kN. A wide range of specimen grips, test fixtures and mechanical and optical extensometers is also available.

**AllroundLine - extra-convenient, for more complex testing situations**

The AllroundLine table-top models feature two patented extruded-section columns which are light, flexurally stiff and function as both lead-screw guides and guards. The table-top versions of AllroundLine can be provided with stands to enable the test area to be located at the optimum height for the operator or the application. The floor-standing versions are equipped with two or four guide-columns. Extremely
stiff load frame construction ensures optimum conditions for accurate alignment of test axes. The load frames can be provided with one or two test areas, while the lower crosshead can be in the form of a mounting plate for component tests. For torsion tests the load frame is equipped with a torsion drive with testControl II control and appropriate sensors.

**testControl II - the measurement and control electronics**

testControl II is ‘Made by Zwick’ and is ideally aligned to the demands of metals testing. Measured values from the sensors are sampled at a very high rate and processed in testXpert II at an acquisition rate of up to 2,000 Hz. Add to this 24-bit signal resolution and the result is extremely high test-result accuracy and reproducibility over the entire speed range. The innovative testControl II electronics set the benchmark with regard to safety technology, performance, quality, control and drive technology.
High-capacity testing machines

Series-produced Zwick Roell high-capacity testing machines start from 330 kN capacity and range up to 2,500 kN. Customized special solutions up to over 5,000 kN are also available. In high-capacity testing machines the test force is generated by hydraulic actuators. Developments in lead-screw technology mean that high-capacity testing machines can now be equipped with electromechanical drives of up to 2,000 kN capacity. As well as being more convenient in everyday use, electromechanical drives are more precise and require very little maintenance.

In addition to the standard H (for hydraulic) and E (electro-mechanical) series, there is also a standard SP (special) series which can be used for routine standard applications in the metals field from 400 kN to 2,000 kN. Derived from the SP series, the SP-T standard series is an extremely compact high-capacity machine for the 400 kN to 1,200 kN range.

All high-capacity testing machines are extremely stiff and robust and offer a high level of reliability.

Fig.1: Available from Zwick as standard - high-capacity testing machines up to 2,500 kN
3.3 Hardness testing machines and instruments

Zwick Roell offers wide-ranging and innovative hardness testing solutions.

Our hardness testing machines and instruments are based on our many years of experience supplying a wide range of equipment around the world and maintaining communication with the people who use it. The versatility and high ‘intelligence’ of our testing systems is achieved with up-to-date mechanical components, powerful electronics and user-oriented software.

The Zwick Roell Group has EN ISO/IEC 17025-accredited calibration laboratories, guaranteeing traceable certification of Zwick Roell hardness testers, hardness reference blocks and indenters.

ZHUBZWickiLine universal hardness testing machine

Based on zwickLine, the ZHU/Z2.5 universal hardness testing machine can be used for the classical hardness testing methods of Rockwell, Vickers, Knoop, Brinell and ball indentation hardness. It is also suitable for the innovative instrumented indentation test used to determine Martens hardness up to 2,500 N plus additional metallic materials parameters to EN ISO 14577.

The ZHU/Z2.5 features a patented hardness measuring head with integrated digital depth and force measuring system, mounted in a modified zwicki-Line materials testing machine. Add to this state-of-the-art testControl measurement and control electronics and Zwick’s intelligent testXpert testing software and the result is a well-balanced, high-precision measuring system.

Fig.1: Zwick has a comprehensive range of hardness testing machines for a variety of test methods

Fig.2: ZHU/zwickiLine universal hardness testing machine
ZHv30/zwickiLine Vickers hardness testing machine

The ZHV30/zwickiLine Vickers hardness testing machine covers hardness tests to ISO 6507 and ASTM E 384 and Brinell hardness tests to ISO 6506 in a test load range from 0.1 kgf to 31.25 kgf.

The ZHV30/zwickiLine is a combination of a zwickiLine hardness testing machine, an accessory unit for optical hardness testing and testXpert testing software. The system is designed as a top-loader, whereby the specimen rests firmly on the support table while the hardness testing unit is lowered automatically onto the specimen surface. This enables maximum flexibility with specimens of different height.

ZHvμ micro-Vickers hardness tester

The ZHVμ Micro Vickers hardness tester covers Vickers and Knoop hardness tests to EN ISO 6507, EN ISO 4545 and ASTM E384 in the test-load range from 0.01 kgf to 2 kgf. The hardness tester is equipped with an automatic 6-position turret for up to 2 indenters and up to 4 lenses. This enables test methods to be changed and selected via menu buttons without changing the indenter or a lens. For more sophisticated or for automated applications, PC controlled versions are available as semi or fully automatic systems based on the High Definition Software (HD). One particular use for these is for automated multiple traverse tests.

ZHR Rockwell hardness testers

The various instruments in this product range are designed for:
- classical Rockwell methods (force level 60-150 kgf)
- superficial Rockwell method (force levels 15 - 45 kgf)
- combination of these methods (force levels 15 - 150 kgf)

A special feature of these instruments is a patented indenter-holer for hardness testing at difficult-to-access locations. Straightforward operating thanks to:
- automatic operation
- load-weight selection via control knob or touch screen
- automatic load application and removal
- automatic evaluation, including conversion as per standard
**ZHU250CL universal hardness tester**

The ZHU250CL hardness tester employs the latest technology, with state-of-the-art closed-loop control for precise test-load application. Accuracy exceeds the requirements of all relevant ISO and ASTM standards.

The unique '4-plus-4' fixture carousel for up to four lenses and four indenters (at the same time) with its special vertical layout enables testing in difficult-to-access locations. Operation and control of the ZHU250CL is via high-definition software.

**Nanomechanical hardness tester**

The ZHN Universal Nanomechanical Tester provides the force and displacement resolution necessary for comprehensive mechanical characterization of thin films and coatings or small surface areas, including measurement of indentation hardness, indentation modulus and Martens hardness to EN ISO 14577 (instrumented indentation test).

The hardness tester can be equipped with a second, independent measuring head for the lateral direction (Lateral Force Unit). The two measuring heads can then be combined, giving a greatly increased range of measuring options. Additional uses for the machine then include micro scratch tester, micro wear tester, fatigue tester and high-resolution profilometer.

**Portable hardness testers**

Portable hardness testing is used for large or non-transportable components and plant.

The RH-150 hardness tester combines typical Rockwell or superficial Rockwell test methods with new, high-precision displacement and force sensor technologies. This versatile instrument allows trouble-free determination of direct, precise hardness values in the relevant Rockwell scales at any desired location. Conversion as per standard is also possible.

The portable HT1000/2000 makes light work of testing large, heavy forgings and castings such as steelworks rollers, turbine housings etc.

---

Fig.1: ZHU250CL universal hardness tester

Fig.2: Scratch test and Berkovich indentations

Fig.3: HT1000/2000 rebound hardness tester

Fig.4: RH-150 hardness tester
3.4. Tests at high temperature

**Application**

It is common practice to install the high-temperature unit directly in the materials testing machine. This arrangement allows tensile tests to be performed at both room temperature (ISO 6892-1) and elevated temperature (ISO 6892-2). During testing at room temperature, components such as the high-temperature furnace and high-temperature extensometer are simply swung out of the test area. Using a centrally divided hinged furnace enables the pull-rods in use to be inserted and withdrawn easily via a quick-change system.

The high-temperature system itself consists of three main components:

- the swivel-mounted high-temperature furnace with high-temperature controller;
- the high-temperature extensometer (standardized: contact-type systems; customized: non-contact systems), which can also simply be swung out of the test area; suitable access (port) is required in the furnace;
- the load string, consisting of connectors for the quick-change system on the testing machine, the pull-rods, via which the tensile force is transmitted into the furnace and the specimen adapters at the end of the pull-rods.

In practice, the most common specimens are threaded-end specimens (e.g. as described in DIN 50125). Flat specimens taken from thin sheets are held in positive-fit flat-specimen grips. Standardized specimen adapters for these specimens are available in various materials for temperatures up to 1,200°C. Systems are similarly available for compression and flexure tests up to 1,600°C.

The combination of the volumes in the furnace, the temperature tolerances and dwell times specified in the standard, together with the heating and cooling times, mean that the duration of tests is more or less fixed. To reduce specimen throughput time, systems with multiple furnaces are available from our range.
3.5 Creep testing machines

The design and operation of high-temperature components require material properties which have been proven over an extended period. Creep testing represents one of the most important experiments for describing the high-temperature behavior of materials (standardized in ASTM E139, ISO 204 and others).

For short-term creep tests with loading times up to 10,000 hours, screw-drive creep testing machines are often used. These may be of single or double-screw design. This type of drive allows both creep tests (constant load and temperature) and stress relaxation tests (constant strain or strain rates (SSRT) and temperature) to be performed. For long-term tests > 10,000 hours, lever-arm machines are mainly used (spring loading or deadweights). As with electromechanical machines, spring-loaded machines are suitable for force, stress and strain control.

**KAPPA SS / DS electromechanical creep testing machines**

The Kappa SS / DS creep testing machines are suitable for creep tests and advanced creep tests requiring maximum control precision.

**KAPPA SS - CF electromechanical creep testing machine**

The Kappa SS - CF creep testing machine is equipped with a central lead-screw and is suitable for creep tests and strain-controlled creep fatigue (CF) tests requiring maximum precision in strain control. The machine features backlash-free drive, an important criterion for tests under alternating tensile/compression loading. Together with either contact-type extensometers or the non-contact videoXtens HT/TZ extensometer, maximum flexibility and outstanding control characteristics are combined in an innovative testing machine.
3.6 Fatigue testing machines

Load frames from the HA and HB ranges form the classical servo-hydraulic testing machine. They are used to determine material properties under cyclic loading; these include fatigue limit (S-N test), low-cycle fatigue (LCF), fracture mechanics etc.

The HC frame is designed as a table-top model for forces up to 25 kN and features an integrated hard-chromed T-slotted platform. This enables testing in corrosive media such as saline solutions.

The load frames feature 2-column design for materials testing under oscillating load in a closed force-flow. The frame is supported on vibration-isolating leveling units. The efficiency of the testing system is enhanced by the especially high axial and lateral stiffness of the load frames, which are therefore also suitable for combined tensile, compression and torsion loads. The frames also feature extremely precise alignment; following installation of the testing actuator and load cell, alignment accuracy is 0.1 mm per meter separation; at distances below 350 mm the offset is constant at 0.05 mm. All fixtures are flange-mounted with a centering spigot, eliminating the need for retrospective alignment of the load string.

Vibrophores represent a cost-effective alternative to other types of testing machine for fatigue tests on materials or components in which only sinusoidal loading sequences with constant or variable amplitude and mean load are applied. They are primarily used to determine material and component fatigue-strength in the areas of fatigue life and fatigue limit.
3.7 Sheet metal testing machines

Range of application

Testing the ductility of sheet metals in accordance with established standards.

Investigating the influence of surface treatments and lubricants in typical forming techniques including cupping and earing tests. Checking the effect of tool and process parameters on the forming process.

Determining the forming limit curve (FLC) using optical measuring systems by partners of the Zwick Roell Group.

Special features

- fast, easy equipment change (e.g. drawing punches, blank holders etc.); numerous modular upgrading options available
- low actuator-piston friction enables accurate measurement recording and excellent reproducibility.
- hydraulic cup-extractor via integrated piston, with piston rod acting through drawing punch (BUP 200 upwards)
- swiveling electronic display unit adjustable to convenient viewing position; all controls arranged ergonomically
- adjustable automatic blank-holder load-removal during test enables cup-drawing without crushing of ears (BUP 200 upwards)
- automatic setting of pre-selected sheet clamping force after blanking procedure
- automatic piston withdrawal and switch-off after end of test via crack recognition or on reaching maximum ram stroke (s-limit)
- alteration of deep drawing speed during test possible (BUP 400 upwards)
- hydraulic opening and closing of tool head
- extremely quiet, clean operation.

Fig.1: BUP sheet metal testing machines from 100 kN to 1,000 kN, optionally with optical measuring system
3.8 Pendulum impact testers

Application

Pendulum impact testers are used to determine impact energy, impact strength and notched impact strength of standardized metal specimens and components. The design and layout of our pendulum impact testers conform to all relevant standards, allowing safe, reliable, Charpy and Izod testing, plus impact tensile tests and tests to Brugger, in compliance with international application standards.

To accommodate differing materials, specimen cross-sections and test standards, pendulums with potential energy up to 750 joules, standard-compliant specimen supports and clamping fixtures are available; these are easy to change, with no need for time-consuming adjustment.

Features

- stiff, torsion-free frame with low-friction pendulum mounting (the energy goes into the specimen, not into the instrument base)
- CE-compliant safety devices provide operator protection
- good access to test area
- easy accessory change
- optional operator-friendly testXpert testing software.

Accessories

Temperature-conditioning devices are available in a range from -90°C to +200°C. All pendulum impact testers can be fully or partly automated.

This includes partly or fully automatic temperature-conditioning, feed and testing of Charpy specimens at both plus and minus temperatures as per EN 148 and ASTM E 23.

Specimen cooling is by means of a cooling unit or liquid nitrogen (cooling to max. -180 °C).

Heating takes place electrically, while heat transfer between specimens and the temperature-conditioning unit is conductive (solid body contact).

Fig.1: HIT 50P and RKP 450 pendulum impact testers for Charpy and Izod tests
3.9 Dynamic impact testing machines and drop weight testers

HTM high-speed testing machines

Zwick’s HTM range of servo-hydraulic high-speed testing machines enable strain-rate-dependent characteristic values to be determined over a wide speed range. High-speed puncture, compression and tensile tests plus peel and shear tests can be performed, while test speed can be adjusted continuously over a wide range, from quasi-static to 20 m/s.

High-energy drop weight testers for testing pipeline sections

The American Petrol Institution (API) requires pipes for use in pipelines to be subjected to a drop-weight test. Standardized drop-weight testers specifically designed for this application can apply various impact energies and speeds according to requirements. Zwick drop-weight testers can be used for testing steel specimens to all established standards.

Fig. 1: High-speed testing machine

Fig. 2: DWT 40 high-energy drop-weight tester (drop height 5 meters)
3.10 Robotic testing systems

Automatic specimen feed and handling systems are primarily used where statistically reliable material characteristic values are required and a high volume of specimens must be tested round the clock. Automated systems are therefore equipped in accordance with specific testing requirements.

Advantages:

• objective - test results are operator independent
• optimum result reproducibility
• extended testing capacity - testing can be performed during the night shift and at weekends with no operator

roboTest L

The roboTest L robotic testing system enables automatic tensile and flexure tests on round and flat specimens up to approximately 1 kg. It consists of a movable basic system plus application-specific extension units. To simplify filling the magazine, this can be removed from the magazine table and filled directly at the operator’s workplace.

roboTest I

The roboTest I robotic testing system is used for automatic temperature-conditioning, feeding and testing of Charpy specimens as per standard in a temperature range from -180 °C to +300 °C. The system is available in semi-automatic or fully automatic versions, and can be used with an RKP or PSW 450 J (semi-automatic) or 750 J (semi- or fully automatic) pendulum impact tester.

Fig. 1: roboTest L for automated tensile tests on sheet metals

Fig. 2: roboTest I for automated Charpy and Izod tests (including specimen cooling)
roboTest R

The roboTest R robotic testing system allows fully automatic tensile and flexure tests to be performed and is based on a flexible 6-axis industrial robot with high positioning accuracy. roboTest R scores with its consistently modular design and construction. The various measuring devices, including cross-section, roughness, layer-thickness, X-ray fluorescence and hardness measuring instruments, are arranged in a circle around the robot. Specimen throughput is increased by having several specimens in the circuit at the same time.

roboTest P

The roboTest P robotic testing system enables fully automatic tensile testing of metals with specimen weights up to approximately 10 kg. The system consists of a 3-axis specimen-feeding system and a swiveling gripper unit.

The advantage of this design is its great flexibility with regard to individual measuring stations. In this way different components can be accommodated, such as testing machines, specimen magazine and cross-section measuring device. The specimen magazine can be filled away from the danger area.
3.11 testXpert® II – the new generation of materials testing software

With testXpert Zwick introduced a uniform operating concept for all applications - regardless of which testing system is involved.

What advantages does this offer? Learning how to handle the software is less time-consuming. testXpert II users benefit from more than 25,000 successful installations around the world.

testXpert II’s stand-out feature is its amazingly simple, intuitive operation. Meaningful icons and a clear menu structure enable rapid orientation and significantly reduce the familiarization phase.

Ready-made Standard test programs

Pre-programmed, tested and ready-to-use Standard test programs are available for all tests to established standards. This simplifies the first steps and ensures that the test sequence and results evaluation are in compliance with the standard.

Flexible Master test programs

Greater freedom in designing the test sequence, operating steps, result calculation and data logging is offered by Master Test programs. Here each parameter can be set individually.

Testing

The individual data are displayed – online to the test procedure – on the monitor screen. The test can be followed live. If required an exactly synchronized video recording can additionally be incorporated.

Results are calculated during the test, so the test sequence can be event-controlled; for example with a change of speed following determination of the tensile or compression modulus.

Evaluation of test results

As many different screen layouts as required can be compiled in testXpert II, for example with additional graphics, different displays of test curves, tables and additional statistics.

Master Test Programs

Zwick supplies Master test programs for freely configurable tensile, compression, flexure, tear-growth, adhesion, peel and cyclic tests, plus Master test programs for devices.

testXpert II Export Editor

testXpert II’s unique import / export interfaces allow perfect integration into your IT structure for test result processing or data export.
3.12 Load cells

Load cells must satisfy the highest quality requirements. The basis for this is a calibration to ISO 7500-1 or ASTM E 4. This is in the form of a factory calibration and can be repeated following commissioning of the test equipment by our Service Department as a DAkkS, COFRAC or NAMAS calibration. This means that you can always rely on your testing machine.

But there is much more to Xforce load cells - available exclusively from Zwick – than that.

Parasitic influences such as temperature and transverse forces have significantly less impact on test results than with other comparable load cells. Xforce load cells are also very robust and more resistant to factors such as transverse forces during compression and flexure tests.

Temperature compensation makes measuring largely independent of the actual ambient temperature. This all takes place in a very large measurement range, within Accuracy Class 0.5 or 1. Load cells in the Xforce HP/K range typically achieve a display deviation better than ±1 % from as low as 0.1 % of their nominal load.
3.13 Specimen grips

Fig. 1: Wedge grips and wedge/wedge-screw grips

Fig. 2: Hydraulic grips, hydraulic grips (‘body over wedge’), short-clamping hydraulic grips

Fig. 3: Pneumatic grips, dumbbell/screw/threaded-end grips, high-temperature grips

Fig. 4: Heavy-duty hydraulic grips for testing applications up to 2,500 kN
3.14 Extensometers

**makroXtens / multiXtens**

Automatic mechanical extensometers makroXtens and multiXtens satisfy the requirements for reliable determination of the initial gradient in the stress-strain diagram. In combination with integrated fine-strain extensometers they can also be used to determine Young’s modulus from a tensile test. Changing the sensor arms enables different types of tests, together with measurement in temperature chambers. Tilting knife-edges prevent transmission of excessive forces and ensure safe, reliable operation, even with brittle specimen fractures.

**videoXtens / videoXtens Array**

videoXtens uses the digital image correlation (DIC) method, allowing axial and transverse strain to be determined simultaneously with great accuracy. With the Array version (integrated multi-camera variant) the measurement travel and specimen coverage are significantly extended while maintaining the existing high measurement accuracy.

**laserXtens / laserXtens Array**

Also use the DIC method and employ the laser speckle principle, eliminating the need for specimen marking while maintaining the same level of precision. The Array version (also an integrated multi-camera variant) extends measurement travel to a maximum of 310 mm.

**Manual clip-on extensometer**

Digital and analog clip-on extensometers are available in many different versions.
3.15 RetroLine modernization packages for all makes of materials testing machines

Zwick has transformed several thousand materials testing machines from over forty different manufacturers into state-of-the-art equipment in respect of measurement and control electronics, drive technology and testing software. The measurement and control electronics, drive technology and testing software used in the modernization process have been proven and standardized in new machines. For reliable, expert modernization of your testing machine - talk to Zwick.

Modernization based on innovative Zwick components means:

- reliable service and support for the entire system for a minimum of 10 years
- full compatibility with a comparable new machine
- re-use of virtually all existing accessories
- new accessories from Zwick’s comprehensive range can be installed
- future-proof – later developments can be installed
- compliance with all safety-relevant legal requirements.

Modernization takes place either on-site at the customer’s premises or, if required, at Zwick’s site in Ulm. In this case full overhaul, painting and CE marking will be carried out.

Fig.1: At Zwick we modernize both our own testing machines (left) and those of many other manufacturers (right)
3.16 Service from start to finish You can depend on Zwick!

Your testing system is in good hands with Zwick. Our technical advisors and experienced applications engineers are ready with expert advice and our Applications Test Laboratories are equipped with numerous static and dynamic materials testing systems.

Zwick service technicians guarantee successful, trouble-free commissioning – from pre-acceptance and installation, to initial calibration, to instruction on hardware and software, including full safety briefing. Our service technicians will also carry out the required annual inspection and calibration.

Our Hotline staff will assist you in questions relating to hardware and software malfunctions, while the Support Desk guarantees individual advice or rapid assistance via remote access. Repairs are effected directly on-site or at Zwick’s premises; this includes 24-hour spare-part dispatch and individually tailored spare-part packages.

Training courses provided by the ZwickAcademy cover all aspects of materials testing, in Ulm or at a location near you.